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1930s

Every moment onstage prepares Curtis’s remarkable young musicians to 
engage 21st-century audiences with their unique artistry and élan.

Ninety years after the school’s founding, a continual round of performances is still 
the key to Curtis’s unique “learn by doing” approach. !e beloved Student Recital 
Series continues its celebrated legacy in Field Concert Hall as the leading concert 
stage for some of the world’s finest young musicians, with 100 free performances 
each year. Add orchestra concerts, opera productions, residencies, Curtis Presents, 
Curtis On Tour, and Family Concerts, and the total number of performances each 
year around the globe comes to more than 200. 

Performance collaborations prepare Curtis students for professional life  
and stimulate artistic innovation.   

Even before Leopold Stokowski involved 25 Curtis students in the American 
premiere of Berg’s revolutionary opera Wozzeck, back in 1931, the school 
had been collaborating—formally or informally—with artistic partners in 
Philadelphia and beyond. Today these relationships range from engagement 
events at neighborhood schools and churches to gallery performances at local 
museums. An enduring partnership with Opera Philadelphia and the Kimmel 
Center brought Wozzeck back to Philadelphia in 2009 for the "rst time since 
1931; other productions in the annual series have included Barber’s Antony and 
Cleopatra, Golijov’s Ainadamar, and this season, Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos. 

WHEN CURTIS OPENED IN 1924 IN AN ELEGANT MANSION AT 1726 LOCUST STREET, 

RECITALS WERE HELD IN THE MAHOGANY-PANELED “ASSEMBLY ROOM”— 

ONCE A DINING ROOM. A SMALL GREENHOUSE AT ONE END BECAME THE STAGE.  

THE PROGRAM COVER FOR THE AMERICAN PREMIERE OF WOZZECK, CONDUCTED 

BY LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI, IN WHICH CURTIS STUDENTS PARTICIPATED. 

1920s



1940s

1950s

Curtis values innovation in programming, performance, and 
digital media.   

Curtis was broadcasting live as early as the 1930s, when its 
weekly radio programs were heard on CBS stations nationwide. 
Today Curtis remains on technology’s cutting edge, with a weekly 
television series on WHYY; courses in video production; and 
the state-of-the-art HD website Curtis Performs, where a couple 
of clicks carries listeners to a searing performance of Messiaen’s 
evening-long masterwork Turangalila, or Crumb’s evocative  
Voice of the Whale, or dozens more exciting offerings. 

!e Curtis campus evolves to serve the needs of students  
in each new generation.   

!e story of Curtis’s buildings is one of strategic growth motivated 
by the school’s mission. At "rst two stately mansions on Rittenhouse 
Square housed everything: classes, performances, and the library.  
Over the following decades Curtis acquired adjacent townhouses to 
o#er more teaching rooms and expand its library. !e recent opening 
of Lenfest Hall has doubled the school’s lesson and rehearsal space, 
provided housing for half the student body, and given students access  
to state-of-the-art technology.   REVERED CURTIS OBOE FACULTY MEMBER MARCEL TABUTEAU LEADS A KYW BROADCAST  

ON APRIL 22, 1945, FEATURING THE CURTIS ORCHESTRA AND SEVERAL MEMBERS OF THE 

PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA (OF WHICH TABUTEAU HIMSELF WAS PRINCIPAL OBOE).

IN THIS 1954 IMAGE, THE READING ROOM OF THE CURTIS LIBRARY WAS LOCATED IN  

THE ELEGANT SPACE NOW KNOWN AS THE BOK ROOM. STUDENTS PICTURED INCLUDE  

ANNA MOFFO (’54), SOON TO BE AN INTERNATIONAL OPERA STAR, STANDING AT LEFT.



AS THE FACULTY TAKES NOTES, AN ASPIRING OPERA  

STUDENT PAUSES BETWEEN SELECTIONS IN A 1970S  

AUDITION HELD IN THE CURTIS OPERA STUDIO.

1960s

1970s

Curtis alumni invent careers with impact and distinction.   

Having experienced extraordinary one-on-one training and valuable performance 
opportunities as students, Curtis alumni graduate into careers of distinction.  
!ey are leaders and change agents in their communities. !ey have received 
Pulitzer Prizes, Guggenheim Fellowships, and Avery Fisher Awards. !ey are in 
the front rank of soloists, conductors, composers, and chamber musicians. !ey 
include principals in every major American symphony orchestra and singers on 
the rosters of the Metropolitan Opera, La Scala, Covent Garden, and the Vienna 
Staatsoper, among others. And each season, leading orchestras, opera houses,  
and chamber music series around the world feature Curtis alumni as guest artists.

Curtis’s outstanding record of alumni achievement resonates 
around the world. 

For generations Curtis has shaped leading operatic artists in an 
intimate environment that provides unparalleled performance 
opportunities. The illustrious international list of great singers 
trained in this intensive setting includes stars of the world’s great 
opera houses: Anna Moffo, Vinson Cole, Benita Valente, Judith 
Blegen, Juan Diego Flórez, Michael Schade, Eric Owens, and— 
in Fall 2014—the Metropolitan Opera’s opening-night Countess 
in Mozart’s Figaro, Amanda Majeski. 

TWO VIOLINISTS WHO GRADUATED IN 1963: HIDETARO SUZUKI, AT RIGHT, IMMEDIATELY BECAME 

THE CONCERTMASTER OF THE QUEBEC SYMPHONY, LATER SERVING IN THE SAME POSITION WITH 

THE INDIANAPOLIS SYMPHONY FOR 27 YEARS. SHMUEL ASHKENASI, AT LEFT, CO-FOUNDED THE 

CELEBRATED VERMEER QUARTET, SERVING AS ITS FIRST VIOLINIST FOR 39 YEARS.



1980s
Conductors of the top rank visit Curtis to guide the musical leaders of the future.   

!e Curtis Symphony Orchestra has long been acclaimed for its professional polish, honed 
under the world’s leading conductors as they visit the school for rehearsals and concerts. 
Eminent guests over the years have included the charismatic Leonard Bernstein (’41), the 
enigmatic Sergiu Celibidache, and modern legend Simon Rattle—not to mention every 
music director of the Philadelphia Orchestra since Leopold Stokowski. 

Under the guidance of inspiring faculty like Otto-Werner Mueller, Curtis student musicians 
have long built on this unique experience by winning titled positions in every major 
American orchestra and many European ones as well. Meanwhile student conductors have 
gained priceless guidance from these legends of the podium. Today, the Rita E. Hauser 
Conducting Fellowship Program allows young conductors to bene"t from the mentorship 
of the current music director of the Philadelphia Orchestra, Yannick Nézet-Séguin, while 
gaining expertise in both orchestral and opera conducting.

EMINENT ALUMNUS LEONARD BERNSTEIN (CONDUCTING ’41) REHEARSED THE 

CURTIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA FOR A 60TH-ANNIVERSARY CONCERT IN 1984. 

1990s
Curtis draws the young and the gifted from around the globe—and shares their 
music with the world through Curtis On Tour and more.   

!e young musicians at Curtis come from di#erent cultures, di#erent traditions, 
different continents. But they have two things in common: They have chosen to 
put music at the very center of their lives, and they are gifted in extraordinary ways. 
Nurtured by an inspiring and international faculty, they o#er their music through 
Curtis On Tour as it travels worldwide; and through Curtis Performs, the school’s 
online stage. To quote the legendary cellist, conductor, and onetime Curtis faculty 
member Mstislav Rostropovich, they are “soldiers for music”—and as graduates,  
they make and motivate music on the most revered stages of the world.     

IN THE 1990S MSTISLAV ROSTROPOVICH SHEPHERDED THE CURTIS SYMPHONY 

ORCHESTRA THROUGH SUMMER RESIDENCIES AT FRANCE’S EVIAN FESTIVAL. IN 

THIS 1990 PHOTOGRAPH HE REHEARSES THE ORCHESTRA BEFORE ITS DEPARTURE. 

ANOTHER MUSICAL LEGEND, VIOLINIST ISAAC STERN, IS SOLOIST.



IN 2000 CURTIS LAUNCHED A FAMILY CONCERT SERIES THAT CONTINUES TO FLOURISH AS PART OF 

A CONSTELLATION OF TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS, WHO PLAN AND PERFORM THE 

PROGRAMS AND INTERACT DIRECTLY WITH THEIR YOUNG AUDIENCES. AFTER A 2008 CONCERT, TENOR 

JOSHUA STEWART (’12) SIGNED PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG FANS. 

2000s
Curtis equips students with the skills to thrive as multifaceted  
21st-century musicians.   

Students at Curtis learn to engage audiences of all ages and 
backgrounds, embrace community service, and collaborate freely. 
!ey make music in multiple genres and venues, think creatively 
about their careers, and envision a $exible artistic life that re$ects 
today’s shifting musical landscape. Faculty and resident artists  
provide inspiring examples to follow, every step of the way.

CURTIS CELLO FACULTY AND RENOWNED CHAMBER MUSICIAN PETER WILEY (’74) TEACHES 

A LESSON IN LENFEST HALL. MR. WILEY STUDIED AT CURTIS WITH HIS PREDECESSOR IN THE 

GUARNERI QUARTET, DAVID SOYER—WHOSE OWN TEACHERS INCLUDED CELLO MASTERS 

LIKE PABLO CASALS AND EMANUEL FEUERMANN.

2010s
!e Curtis faculty nurtures students with a highly personalized 
approach and an unmatched musical lineage.   

For ninety years Curtis has relied on eminent performing artists to 
guide students, connecting them to the realities of a successful life  
as a professional musician. !e faculty’s extraordinary musical lineage, 
in turn, links students to legendary artists of the past, making them 
heirs to an unparalleled musical legacy. !e intimacy, integrity, and 
practicality of this approach are unique to Curtis, and account for the 
sterling record of the school’s alumni in every musical discipline. 




